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Information 
The What, the Why, and the Who of the Journey Journal 
The Story of Brave: Origin Story of Brave Sis  
Listen to You: Honoring Your Voice, Through Discouragement 
A Note to Young Ladies, and Anyone Else: Ways to Use the Journey-Journal 
Short Biography 
 
Thank you! 
 
NEK Womxn Lead Network 

1) Short recap of my journey to Brave Sis:  
a. Balancing academic, creative, and business identities 
b. Navigating three terrifying moments (“Valleys of Death”) 
c. Three things I have learned from the journey 

 
2) Womxnist activity: A Brave Sis Defying Boxes: What Would you Ask Her/What Would She Tell 

You? 
a. I will share the story of a Brave Sis Yuri Kochiyama, from the lens of  

i. defying stereotypes of gender and race  
ii. standing up for what you know to be your truth  

iii. making the global local and the local universal/ the mark you want to make on 
the world? 

b. We will discuss her story and what lessons she has for the participants. No need to prep 
in advance! But… if people want to read about her, her NY Times obituary is a great 
starting point. And if they want to watch a video, they can watch this! This is a longer 
bio for anyone who really wants to go deep! 

i. What turning points in her life story resonate with you? How and why? 
ii. What about her story challenges ideas you had about women? Japanese-

American women? Race and sisterhood?   
iii. What lessons does Yuri have for use today, navigating racial friendships? What’s 

working? What do you wish she could come back to help us with? 
 

3) Wellness activity: Using the journal’s 12th box. Based on the life of Yuri Kochiyama, what do you 
want to put in the 12th “things I want to focus on” box for the next two or three months? How 
will you hold each other accountable? 

 
4) Fun sidebar. Rap song about her! Lyrics. 

 
www.bravesis.com 
 


